TransTech Capital (Azerbaijan) to attend JETCO
(Azerbaijan-UK Joint Economic and Trade Cooperation)
in London, UK next week.

Following its in-depth report into the potential for IP commercialisation in Azerbaijan, TransTech
Capital Azerbaijan (TTC) has been invited to attend JETCO (Azerbaijan-UK Joint Economic and
Trade Cooperation) in London, UK next week.
Simon Robeson, a founding Partner of TTC Azerbaijan commented:
“We are honoured to have been invited to such a distinguished series of events focussed on
deepening ties between the UK and Azerbaijan. Our report on the potential for IP
commercialisation in Azerbaijan identified a significant opportunity for Azerbaijan to generate
non-oil based GDP from its multitude of academic institutions. We have been asked by our
partners in Azerbaijan to transfer our international experience of the methodologies for creating,
nurturing and funding innovation in order that institutions may implement the systems required to
take raw technology and develop it, protect it and commercialise it. We very much look forward to
presenting our report at the JETCO events in order to encourage more companies to come and see
for themselves the scientific potential that lies within Azerbaijan’s academic institutions.”
About TTC:
TTC has MoUs in Azerbaijan with the Science Development Foundation, Azerbaijan’s National
Academy of Sciences and Azerbaijan’s State University of Economics.
TTC’s expertise is in commercialising science based intellectual property generated from within
academic institutions. In the course of its advisory and investment activities, Team members
have nurtured and invested in a great many technology businesses emerging from academic
institutions and as a consequence has built up significant expertise in commercialising raw
technology.
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